
Convenient power - where they want it, when they need it.
Our 3 in 1 countertop solution provides wireless, inductive cell phone charging, USB A & C ports, plus 120V receptacle. Convenient, safe, 
and spill proof.

• Provides conveniently located power for kitchen appliances, and can simultaneously charge tablets and phones
• Spill water tested for homeowner safety
• Minimizes space required on counters and inside cabinets
• Device retracts into countertop when not in use, while still providing convenient access to wireless phone charging

Tri-power countertop receptacles

Flange Color Top Color   Part Number

Nickel Black, White& Gray   RCT600NI

Aluminum Black, White & Gray   RCT600ALU

Black Black   RCT600BK

White White   RCT600W

Chrome Black, White & Gray   RCT600CH

Bronze Black, White & Gray   RCT600BZE

Brass Black, White & Gray   RCT600BR

Surface Mount Countertop Receptacles Tops in Black, White and Gray
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Reach out to learn more about these great electrical options and our Builder Program!

Home Solutions
Innovation and Convenience from Hubbell

In a competitive housing market, every option and feature counts. That's why Hubbell 
Residential offers enhanced electrical solutions that differentiate your homes and give your 
homebuyers the power options they want, when they need them.



Front porch, back patio or 
garage: No need to worry or 
stop entertaining when 
batteries runs low.
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Home Solutions

USB charger outlets

USB A port for legacy devices, 
and USB C for newer 
electronics. Plus, room to  
access USB ports and re-
ceptacles at the same time!

No cord? No problem! Flexible 
holder keeps phone  firmly in 
place and allows homeowners 
to access alerts without 
removing the phone. Charges 
through most phone cases.

Wireless wall-mount  
charger & USB outlet

Innovation and Convenience from Hubbell

Convenient power where they want it, when they need it.
Think of all the places your homeowners would like to have convenient access to charge phones, tablets, speakers and 
other tech gadgets.

Give your new homeowners the convenience they want by adding any of the items below 
to replace any existing outlet.

Outdoor weather-
resistant USB receptacle

Protect their valuable computers 
and equipment by installing 
surge protection at the device, 
while also allowing ample 
charging for all mobile devices.

*Requires two outlet boxes for
installation.

Charger & Surge
Combo

Reach out to learn more about these great electrical options and our Builder Program!




